BBX proteins in green plants: insights into their evolution, structure, feature and functional diversification.
The B-box domain is conserved in a large number of proteins involved in cell growth control, differentiation and transcriptional regulation among animal and plant species. In Arabidopsis thaliana, some works have found that B-box proteins (BBX) play central developmental functions in flowering, light and abiotic stress signaling. Despite the functional importance of this protein family, evolutionary and structural relationships of BBX proteins have not been extensively investigated in the plant kingdom. Using a phylogenetic approach, we conducted a comprehensive evolutionary analysis of the BBX protein family in twelve plant species (four green algae, one moss, one lycophyte, three monocots and three dicots). The analysis classified 214 BBX proteins into five structure groups, which evolved independently at early stages of green plant evolution. We showed that the B-box consensus sequences of each structure groups retained a common and conserved domain topology. Furthermore, we identified seven novel motifs specific to each structure group and a valine-proline (VP) pair conserved at the C-terminus domain in some BBX proteins suggesting that they are required for protein-protein interactions. As it has been documented in mammalian systems, we also found monopartite and bipartite amino acid sequences at the C-terminus domain that could function as nuclear localization signals (NLSs). The five BBX structure groups evolved constrained by the conservation of amino acid sequences in the two B-boxes, but radiating variation into NLSs and novel motifs of each structural group. We suggest that these features are the functional basis for the BBX protein diversity in green plants.